Tommie,
We support educational uses of articles published in PPM and just want appropriate credit for Practical Pain Management as the source.
Nick Paolo
Managing Editor
Practical Pain Management

----- Original Message -----
From: Winfield, Tommie J
To: EditorInChief@PPMjournal.com
Cc: Broeker, Lee Ann ; Holmes, Ramona R
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2010 4:19 PM
Subject: Putting an article in the institutional repository

Dr. Robert Gatchel is on the faculty at the University of Texas at Arlington.

I have a copy of his article “Failed Back Surgery Syndrome” in my hand. It was published in Practical Pain Management in 2004; volume 4; pages 20-30. Co-authors are Brandy Miller and Leland Lou.

May have put this article in UT Arlington’s institutional repository? It came to me from Dr. Gatchel for that purpose. I’m inquiring about your policies relating to repositories.

Thank you very much.

Tommie Wingfield
Asst. to the Dean for Marketing
University of Texas at Arlington Library
817.272.2658
wingfield@uta.edu